
Editor’s note

In early September !""# Rodric Braithwaite travelled to Afghanistan to ‘see some of the 

places (Herat, Pandsher, Salang), talk to some Afghans, and check on the stories my 

Russian contacts (who go back there all the time) tell me about the positive a$itude the 

Afghans now have towards the Russians’. He kept notes as a record for his own use, 

and to send back to his family on a daily basis to reassure them that he hadn’t been kid-

napped. He kindly shared them with Survival, and we present a version abridged to fit 

the available space. Braithwaite did not meet the kind of people that official visitors to 

Afghanistan usually meet. He drew a number of conclusions from his conversations: 

First, the common belief among Afghans that they were be$er off under the 

Russians, and that the last Communist President Najibullah was a be$er 

leader than Karzai, may not reflect historical reality; but it bodes ill for the 

coalition’s overall aims. Secondly, the Russian effort in Afghanistan was 

frustrated above all by their inability to control the frontier with Pakistan: 

a task which may well turn out to be even harder for the coalition. Thirdly, 

although the Russians were not defeated militarily in Afghanistan, any 

more than the Americans were in Vietnam, both the Russians and the 

Americans failed entirely to achieve their political objectives. The British, 

by contrast, who ended their nineteenth-century Afghan wars with military 

victory, sensibly se$led for their minimum objective: a monopoly of 

Afghan foreign policy, which lasted for #" years. There are no such simple 
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options available today. Finally, there is no certainty that the proposed 

surge in coalition forces will stabilise the country: the analogy with Iraq is 

just as false as the earlier analogy between the prospects for democracy in 

Iraq and what happened in Germany and Japan after '()*.

Afghan diary

4–5 September

The KamAir plane was a refurbished Boeing +,+, smartly painted in blue and 

white. The stewardesses were young and pre$y, and wore no headscarves. 

Once we started to come down towards Kabul the mountains loomed barren 

and light brown, with occasional patches of green in the valleys. The airport 

was like the airports I knew in Indonesia and the Soviet Union with one or 

two modern additions, which did not include the luggage-reclaim belt. Its 

chief defect was that my luggage wasn’t on it. I had been told both by BA 

in London and KamAir in Dubai that there would be no problem, so I had 

stifled my original instinct to retrieve it in Dubai and check it in again for 

Kabul. Not to worry, everyone says. It happens all the time and the luggage 

will turn up tomorrow.

As they went through the airport, the stewardesses were already wearing 

their headscarves. However, the young American blonde at the exit was car-

rying a large pistol and certainly no scarf.

The drive in from Kabul airport is dreary – grey dusty ruins interspersed 

with containers and what look like barracks. No sign of the military. The 

Turquoise Mountain ‘fort’ where I am staying is exactly that. It has an ancient 

wooden gate with huge mediaeval locks on it, and a man roaming around 

with a Kalashnikov. I asked if he knew how to use it. They said that he did 

now, because he had just been on a course. The grounds of the fort are now 

devoted to craft workshops and lecture rooms where they train the students 

in revived Afghan crafts – wood carving, sculpture, ceramics, calligraphy. 

The chief executive, Hedvig Alexander, a Danish woman who was a 

monitor in Abkhazia during her military service, is married to a former 

Canadian ambassador to Moscow who is now the chief UN representative 
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here, and has been here six years. She gave me a security briefing – standard 

commonsense stuff. They are not even allowed to walk in the rather pictur-

esque area around the fort. This is not only because of a rather small risk, 

but also to avoid drawing too much a$ention to the fort. However, Hedvig 

admits that she herself walks around the town without worrying. But she 

says that the international organisations go into ‘White Mode’ when there 

is a heightened threat: they lock down and no one goes outside the fortified 

compound. That presumably explains why I see so few UN or ISAF vehi-

cles around the town, though there are quite a lot of Afghan police (very 

corrupt) and the new gendarmerie (rather be$er). 

Saturday 6 September

Zia, one of the Turquoise Mountain drivers, who is a Tajik (and a Sunni) 

from Pandsher, charming and arrogantly handsome, drives me round Kabul 

in the morning. I plan to see the Dar-ul Aman palace; the Tadzh Bek palace, 

stormed by the Russians on the night of !+ December '(+( when they killed 

Amin, the murderous Communist president; the Bala Hissar castle, next to 

which the ill-fated ‘Army of the Indus’ camped before it marched to destruc-

tion in '#)'; one of the Microrayons built by the Russians for their numerous 

staff during the war; the Pul-i Charki prison, built by East Germans under 

the Communists’ predecessors. 

The town is just what I like – dusty, crowded, the streets lined with open-

fronted one-room shops which do everything. Cars, carts, people, men with 

wonderful faces, veiled women with no face (though not all are veiled), school-

girls in black co$on jackets and long flapping shirts with white headscarves 

(two of them are working one of the simple but effective stainless-steel water 

pumps which I suppose are the product of some uncharacteristically suc-

cessful aid programme). Men are trading even on the tiny division between 

the carriageways. We pass one street which is nothing but tinsmiths (there 

is a pile of tin wheelbarrows outside one of them), and another where they 

only sell computers and office stationery. There are fruit and vegetable shops 

and people selling fruit off barrows; meat shops with what look suspiciously 

like pork carcasses hanging among the flies (presumably it isn’t pork in this 

country). There were a few animals by the roadside, including some mul-
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ticoloured sheep and goats: presumably this was for identification rather 

than decoration. The most modern buildings I see are large cubes of coloured 

glass – four-storey wedding palaces with names like ‘Paris Kabul’. Some of 

the li$le shops sell white wedding dresses. Almost all of the shops have elab-

orate painted signs and English wording to say what they do. One beauty 

shop is called ‘Sham and co’, well named to judge by 

the inept picture of a woman advertising their services. 

Presumably most people can’t read the English (or 

even Dari). Not all the English is perfect: the sign on the 

traffic-police vehicles reads ‘TARAFIC POLICE’. There 

are big banks with the sort of dodgy names you get in 

Russia, but also tiny one-room banks (Islamic?). There 

are a good many police patrols, and we are stopped 

several times to show our documents. The American 

Embassy looks open to any smart lad with a rocket 

launcher. Just outside it there is a huge monument to Masud, the anti-Soviet 

resistance leader, and now a hero of the Russians as well. The road outside the 

Indian Embassy is still closed after the recent bomb a$ack. 

The Dar-ul Aman palace, the museum and the Tadzh Bek palace are all 

some way out of town. The area around is very arid, with the mountains 

looming above. The Dar-ul Aman palace is very badly damaged, but the 

walls are mostly standing, and it could presumably be repaired if anyone 

could be bothered. The Tadzh Bek palace is in much the same state. They 

seemed to have put a temporary tin roof on it to prevent it deteriorating 

further. There is an ISAF/Afghan army base close by, presumably where 

Amin’s protection brigade was deployed. The palace is on the top of a hill, 

and approaches are completely without cover. Storming it was a very tough 

military operation, and the Russians did well, whatever you think of their 

motives.

I got into conversation with four young men who were hanging about 

the Babur Garden. One was called Yama. He was a Pashtun, originally 

from one of the southern provinces. But his friend was a Tajik from 

Pandsher, and he emphasised that it made no difference – Pashtuns and 

Tajiks got on very well with one another. He had studied English, and 
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for a while had worked as a translator for ISAF. But then they wanted to 

post him to Helmand, and his family had refused to allow him to go. He 

had been unable to find an alternative job. Things were be$er under the 

Russians: everyone had work then – though of course he can’t have had 

any personal experience, he must be reflecting what his family and others 

are thinking. He was discreetly dismissive of Karzai, who he said was a 

puppet of the foreigners. He did not pick up my reference to Shah Shujah, 

the puppet imposed by the British in '#,#, to whom Karzai is usually com-

pared – perhaps he had never heard of him, or perhaps I mispronounced 

the name. 

The Bala Hissar, the old fortress near the Dar-ul Aman, is pre$y ruined, 

and I don’t think you can get to it because of the mines. But it is high up, and 

the walls are impressive even now. The road round the bo$om is lined with 

timber yards. The timber apparently comes mostly from North Afghanistan, 

and must be barely economical to transport. 

We then went on to see the ‘Microrayons’ – five-storey blocks of flats, 

Khrushchev-style, but with lots of greenery and flowers – quite pleasant. 

The post-Taliban middle classes live there now: it is the Kabul equivalent 

of Kensington and Chelsea. One li$le boy with a kite, who spoke English 

which he had learned at the elite Habibi School, wouldn’t let me take his 

picture; but three old men did, and one invited me in for tea, but time was 

pressing by then. Unfortunately both here and at the Bala Hissar the camera 

had got switched to ‘movie’ so the pictures didn’t come out. 

I then went to Shah’s bookshop (he is the eponymous bookseller). It too is 

tiny, a couple of rooms stuffed with the most interesting things. He himself 

speaks excellent English, intelligent, knowledgeable, and full of charm. I 

spent too much money there. He too thinks that people lived be$er when 

the Russians were here – and he was here at the time. The [Communist] 

government tried to do something for the ordinary people; and now they 

see things ge$ing steadily worse. The Russians were not so standoffish as 

the foreigners are today, who barricade themselves behind high walls and 

have no interest in Afghanistan itself. He is going to the Frankfurt Book Fair 

and on to London. He promised to get in touch when he arrives, but I’d be 

surprised if he does. 
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Sunday 7 September

The muezzin starts at ) am, but is very brief.

Although this seemed like a busy day, it wasn’t really: I had one appoint-

ment, lunch with Sherard Cowper Coles. The other guests were the Russian 

Ambassador and Christopher Alexander, the Canadian head of the UN 

mission. 

Zamir Kabulov, the highly intelligent and articulate Russian Ambassador, 

was born in Andizhan in Uzbekistan, and is half Uzbek and half Tajik. He 

translated when Gorbachev told Khomeini’s representative that Islam was 

more important than Marxism (or words to that effect – apparently it was a 

famous occasion). He was here for much of the Soviet war. 

He expressed polite Schadenfreude at the mess the West has now got 

itself into in Afghanistan. He said that he had spent four months negotiat-

ing with the Taliban for the return of the remains of the Russian crew of 

a downed Mi-# helicopter working for ISAF: the Taliban were willing to 

negotiate once they knew the crew were Russian, not Americans. There are 

two large Russian companies operating the ex-Soviet helicopters here: they 

stand up much be$er to local conditions. They are used to supply the ISAF 

and American forces in the field, and some of the pilots were doing the 

same thing during the Soviet war. It was a Russian heavy-lift aircraft which 

brought in the turbine parts that were recently taken up to the Helmand 

dam by the British Army with so much fanfare: a pointless exercise, since 

they now have to bring up the cement on which to build the base for the 

turbines, and if that succeeds they have to build and protect power lines 

through Taliban territory.

Kabulov said he believed about a hundred Soviets – advisers and their 

families – were killed in March '(+( during the anti-Communist rising in 

Herat. The Russians then refused to send troops: it took them another nine 

months to make up their minds. The Russian military I talk to try to play 

down the numbers, but the incident did produce a huge shock inside the 

Soviet political machine – not surprisingly.

All three spoke about the growing nostalgia for the Soviet period. Kabulov 

agreed when I remarked that your last enemy always seems less bad than 

your present enemy. There was also a growing feeling that Najibullah had 
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been one of the best of Afghanistan’s recent rulers: more popular than 

Daud, and on a par with Zahir Shah. His policy of national reconciliation 

had been genuinely intended. If he had survived, Afghanistan would not 

be in its present mess. This gave the opportunity for a general discussion 

on Pakistan’s role. All thought that The Bear Trap (by one of the ISI generals 

supporting the mujahadeen from Pakistan) was even more relevant today as 

a guide to Pakistani thinking than it had been when it was wri$en.

We discussed why the Russians have this intense a$achment to 

Afghanistan. I ventured my idea that there were similarities between 

that and their fascination with the Caucasus. Kabulov was sceptical and 

Alexander said that the experience in Afghanistan had not produced any 

comparable artistic and literary response from the Russians. 

Kabulov says that Daud was killed in the crossfire during the '(+# coup: 

Sherard had been to the palace to see Karzai today, and had been up the 

stairway where it had happened. But the women and children of his family 

were herded into a separate room and shot in cold blood. Daud’s body was 

then strung up in public – just as Najibullah’s was ten years later. They have 

recently discovered the remains.

They said that the Americans have guard/observation posts in the high 

mountains like the Russian zastavas. And they leave the men there for a 

similar length of time: up to '- months. I find it hard to believe that it is pos-

sible to do that with soldiers from democratic countries.

Sherard’s next appointment was with the newly arrived US com-

mander, to show him pictures of the children killed during a US strike at 

Shindand a few days ago (last Friday, apparently). Most of the (" dead 

were women and children. What seems to have happened is that a group 

of US special forces got into trouble. They called in an air strike on the 

basis of intelligence supplied, so the story goes, by the Afghans. The intel-

ligence was faulty – perhaps, conspiracy theorists think, deliberately so, 

in order further to discredit the Americans. When Karzai went to pay his 

condolences, one of the local men said: ‘We have no more women to look 

after us or children to kiss’. The US army is still trying to maintain that 

they were all shot by the Taliban. The pictures seem to demonstrate that 

this could not have been so.
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Monday 8 September

The day began with a security message, apparently put out by the Afghan 

security authorities over a radio link to NGOs (and presumably others). 

There was, the message said, a risk of demonstrations today: people 

should avoid the Babur Gardens. People are celebrating the anniversary 

of Masud’s death, and there are enough people around who didn’t like 

Masud for possible trouble. Helicopters flop overhead, and the traffic 

seems more congested than usual, but apart from that 

it looks like an ordinary day. The actual anniversary of 

Masud’s assassination is tomorrow, ( September, which 

is a national holiday – something the Pashtuns resent, 

since they think that thanks to Masud the Tajiks still 

have too much power.

I first called on Ismael Saadat, the representative of 

the Afghan service of the BBC. The BBC office remained 

open throughout the Taliban era, and he had to a$end the executions in 

the stadium. He says the scene in Osama of the execution of a foreign man 

and woman never happened. He confirms that people look back on the 

Russian period with nostalgia. Everyone had a job, officials got food parcels 

every month, there was always something to buy in the shops: it is like the 

nostalgia Russians feel for the Brezhnev era. The cult of Najibullah is also 

growing. His speeches calling for national reconciliation and warning that 

there would be civil war if he was replaced are popular, not least because his 

dire predictions became true: they are being distributed on DVDs, of which 

he gave me one. People were deeply shocked when he was butchered by the 

Taliban. 

But because the chaos of the civil war after the Russians left was so dread-

ful, people were at first glad that the Taliban imposed order. Even Ismael’s 

sister (in law?) looked forward to their coming, though he warned her what 

it would be like for professional women like her. Be$er that, and the pos-

sibility of walking safely on the streets, she answered. 

He agreed with the general view that Karzai was too weak to solve 

Afghanistan’s problems. The economy was at a standstill: the Russians 

really had provided the elements of industry, whereas most of the aid 
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provided these days simply ended up in the wrong pockets in the wrong 

countries. 

After lunch I went to meet Andrei Greshnov, a good-looking, fair-haired 

man inclining to flesh. He was here as an interpreter with the Afghan army 

before the Soviet invasion, and then became a journalist. He is now here 

with RIA-Novosti. 

We met in the Intercontinental Hotel, perched up on one of the hills on 

the edge of Kabul. The security to get in was quite heavy – slaloms, men with 

AKs, flimsy-looking lifting barriers, and the usual potholes which, though 

not designed for the purpose, would certainly slow up a suicide bomber in 

a vehicle. It all slightly fell apart when you got to the entrance to the hotel, 

presided over by a doorman in Afghan fancy dress with a notice above him 

saying ‘No Weapons Allowed’. The foyer was completely deserted, and the 

receptionist seemed to think that I should not be there. Why Greshnov chose 

this bizarre place to meet I forgot to ask (he later e-mailed to say he had tried 

to fix the meeting in an Afghan restaurant, but had been brusquely refused 

by the proprietor because of Ramadan). 

Greshnov served as an interpreter with one of the ba$alions of the )th 

Tank Brigade, which spearheaded the bloody Communist coup against 

Daud. The leaders of the brigade went on to become politicians (some of 

them still are), but the brigade was broken up and its ba$alions dispersed. 

Greshnov served with the ba$alion in Kandahar.

Greshnov believes that the Russians are and were more popular than the 

Americans because they too came from poor backgrounds, they didn’t give 

themselves imperial airs, and they didn’t dress up in a menacing way. Herat 

was comparatively unscathed during the war, even though the front line ran 

right through the city. He had been there at the time. One side of the street 

was held by the mujahadeen, the other by the Afghan army. But he had 

been able to walk down the street unharmed, because he was not carrying a 

weapon. The Russian soldiers had gone jogging along the highway outside 

Herat, but they were never shot at.

Greshnov said that the Russians made very heavy use of airpower and 

artillery to support their operations. They had bombed Kandahar on two 

occasions: one time with aircraft from Tashkent, another with aircraft from 
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Shindand. Each time – ironically – they had hit the entirely unmilitary area 

around Pushkin Square. When the Americans had bombed Kandahar, they 

had also hit Pushkin Square.

Greshnov was adamant that the Russians had nothing to do with the 

overthrow of Daud. They had worked well enough with Daud for many 

years, and the coup came as a complete shock to them. But of course they 

had no choice but to recognise the new regime. I asked him about casual-

ties among the Soviet advisers during the Herat rising. He said there were 

only two. I told him that Kabulov had said there were a hundred, and that 

Kosygin had said there were !) Soviet advisers in Herat at the time. He said 

there was perhaps a problem of definition, and that the lower figure referred 

to military advisers only. The worst case he knew of occurred a year or two 

later, when a busload of Soviet construction workers had been hijacked up 

in the north. The spetsnaz had liberated them, but one of the hostages had 

been killed in the crossfire – he was the brother of the spetsnaz commander. 

In the afternoon I was taken by Hilary’s friend Nasir Saberi to his home 

in West Kabul. He lives in the same house that he has had since '(+", 

though when the Russians arrived he left for London, where he worked 

for a construction-engineering consultancy. They used to have parties 

there like the ones in the film of The Kite Runner: smartly dressed women, 

dancing, alcohol. Their Muslim neighbours had not complained. In those 

days everyone was much more tolerant. After !""' he was given a job by 

Karzai, and was responsible for much of the planning and organisation of 

reconstruction in the ruined city. Karzai was weak. But even Afghanistan’s 

greatest rulers, like Abdur Rahman, had been in the pay of foreigners. Now 

the Afghans had lost the pride which had always been their distinguishing 

characteristic. 

Saberi had a grand face: clean shaven, but with the right beard it would 

have been one of those craggy Afghan faces that I would love to photograph, 

but can’t. His brother, a socialist, disappeared during the Communist time, 

and his family never heard of him again. He is trying to set up something 

on the lines of the Russian Memorial (my analogy, not his) to discover what 

happened to the thousands who disappeared. Even if the Russians were 

not directly involved in the coup (which he did not believe) they bore the 
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moral responsibility for what had happened. And they had waged war with 

exceptional brutality, wiping out whole villages for no good reason. There 

is no reason to doubt what he says – but he has the Afghan habit of quoting 

figures which are clearly grossly exaggerated.

Tuesday 9 September

Just after # o’clock I leave for Salang and Pandsher with Zia. On the way out 

of town we pick up Aziz, who like Zia is from Pandsher. 

The roads are generally good all the way, although they break down into 

potholes from time to time. For the first ten miles out of Kabul it is a double 

carriageway. Along the road there are the usual endless dukans, interspersed 

with tasteless villas, the product here, as in Russia, of corruption. (I ask 

Peter Joulwan later in the evening whether the same is true of the excessive 

number of petrol stations. He says no, they are the result of personal privi-

leges handed out by Karzai and others. I’m not quite sure what the difference 

is.) The women are all in burkas, and the fields are poorly cared for. 

By '".," we reach the top of the pass and the entrance to the Salang 

tunnel. The road is not nearly as precipitous as I expected: I felt no vertigo 

at any point. I had got a different impression from the Russian accounts I 

have read. Perhaps the road has been re-engineered, though there is no sign 

of that. Or perhaps the feeling of dread you get in the Russians’ accounts 

reflects natural anxiety that they might at any moment be a$acked. 

You approach the tunnel through a series of galleries. The tunnel is 

shorter than I thought – only three kilometres. But it is indeed scary. There 

is only minimal lighting, no functioning ventilation, and every now and 

again some really serious potholes. There isn’t too much traffic, and we can 

just about squeeze past the oncoming lorries. I imagine the awful scenes 

during the war when one lorry broke down, three convoys were jammed 

together, and over a hundred Afghans and Russians died of carbon- 

monoxide poisoning because it was winter and the drivers had kept their 

engines running to keep warm. 

We stop for a bit once through the tunnel, and I see my first wrecked 

Soviet tanks. We wander about and breathe the fresh air – not nearly as cold 

as I’d expected – and then turn back through the tunnel again. On the other 
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side I notice, perched on top of some rocks, a li$le cairn. Zia says it was 

probably put there by the Soviets as some kind of memorial.

Back down to the turning for Pandsher. After one more li$le town, we 

enter the gorge. There is another checkpoint there: but it is a Pandsheri, not 

a government checkpoint: they want to keep track of foreigners entering or 

leaving the valley. The gorge really is very narrow, with the fast Pandsher 

River running below: I find it hard to imagine how the Russians managed to 

get their huge columns through when they were mount-

ing their offensives here. The sheer logistics must have 

been almost unmanageable, even without the risk of 

enemy action.

From then on the valley broadens out and becomes 

just as beautiful, green and fertile as its reputation. The 

fields are well cultivated – maize and corn, by the look of 

it, and animals as well. There are bits and pieces of tank 

everywhere: one sprocket wheel has been turned into a sort of flower pot. 

The wreckage of war is being reused everywhere: it reminds me of the way 

the farmers on the Somme reuse the barbed-wire pickets. You can see the 

traces of many ruined villages. But they seem less offensive than elsewhere 

– the mud bricks simply melt back into the earth they came from.

We drive on to the Masud mausoleum. It is perched on a piece of high-

land, dominating the valley both up and down. The final shrine is still under 

construction, but you can see that it will be a tasteless piece of work. The 

great man’s tomb lies under what will be a marble canopy about !" metres 

high. Zia and Aziz pray at the tomb. There is no prohibition on photography 

so I take a few, including some of a group of boys who are larking around 

some Soviet tanks, and very much want me to photograph them. Aziz tells 

me he served with Masud during the war. He knew Bystrov, the Russian 

who converted to Islam and became one of Masud’s bodyguards (Peter 

Joulwan tells me later that Bystrov is well known and respected among the 

Afghans, rather contrary to what I was told by Nekrasov).

We drive on up the valley and stop. It is Aziz’s village. It was fla$ened 

during the war, and has been wholly rebuilt. Aziz shows me where the 

bombs fell. He says: ‘That is my house’, and asks if I would like to visit it. Of 
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course, I say, and we walk up through his cultivated plots, meet his five small 

children (whom he kisses passionately – I am immediately reminded of the 

fathers in Shindand), his donkey, his cows and calves. The house is fairly 

small, but looks big enough for their needs. I am ushered into the reception 

room, quite small, with a lovely view of the valley, and cushions round the 

walls. Far beyond my expectation, Aziz also introduces his wife. She is quiet, 

intelligent looking, with a headscarf, but politely communicative, except 

of course that we have no common language. They treat one another with 

mutual respect. Aziz insists on giving me some of his grapes, and tells me 

to eat. When I protest that it is Ramadan, he says, ‘not for you’, and insists. I 

eat, but I do feel guilty. I keep on realising that I am doing the wrong things – 

eating with my left hand, showing the soles of my feet (at least I remembered 

to take my shoes off), but no one seems to mind, and the children are roaring 

with laughter and turning somersaults. He gives me a large bunch of grapes 

to take home, and we take our leave: a long, tiring and dusty day, but just 

what I had wanted. Poor Zia and Aziz are looking forward to breaking their 

fast: they have eaten and drunk nothing all day, but at '#.'* life will start up 

again, and they cha$er cheerfully all the way back to Kabul.

In the evening I went to meet James Macleod-Hatch at the Gandamack 

Lodge. This was set up by a British expatriate, Peter Joulwan, who was here 

as a journalist with the mujahadeen in the '(#"s. The security is amazing. 

There is no sign on the street, just a man lounging about: I assumed that the 

taxi had brought me to the wrong place. Once they have identified you, you 

have to go through a series of air locks before you get to the place itself. Even 

so there is no indication of where the main entrance is. All these measures 

were introduced after the bombing of the Serena Hotel (Joulwan says that is 

the very hotel where Dubbs, the American Ambassador, was shot: there are 

said to be bullet holes still in the walls, but no memorial plaque).

James tells me that there were incoming rockets the previous day – one of 

the ISAF headquarters and the Ministry of Defence: no damage. He works 

for ISAF/NATO doing PsyOps. Nothing he says makes me less sceptical of 

the utility of that stuff. He himself lives in his own hired house, off base. I 

am a bit surprised: the ISAF security for civilian employees is less stringent 

than it is at TMF.
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When Joulwan arrives he is in local dress. He has converted to Islam, and 

has an Afghan wife who is running for parliament and is currently in China 

on a business mission. As a freelance journalist he covered the Afghan war 

from Pakistan and in the country, but also spent a certain amount of time in 

Moscow. We had a detailed conversation about Afghan history and politics, 

and he confirmed that Najib is increasingly the flavour of the month. The 

be$er feeling towards the Russians is mainly a ma$er of nostalgia: people 

believe the story who are too young to remember. He stuck up for Masud 

when I relayed some of the criticism. Masud’s men had commi$ed atrocities 

in Kabul during the civil war, but far fewer than Hekmatyar and Sayyaf, and 

there is no evidence that he gave any encouragement. But he would never 

have become a major national statesman. He was a brilliant commander, 

knew how to harness the media, and kept his independence both from the 

Americans and the ISI, which was more than the other field commanders 

did. And he always kept his eye on the main aim: ridding the country of 

foreigners. The others spent a great deal of time feathering their nests and 

fighting one another. 

Wednesday 10 September

Thudding noises from the city at about +.'* am. 

I fly to Herat on the UN plane. They have a separate terminal with secu-

rity checks every five yards. But the soldiers at the first checkpoint search the 

car, give us body searches, but don’t bother to look into our baggage. The 

UN plane on which I am flying is a twin turboprop Beechcraft ',""D, with 

about a dozen seats. The mountains below are burned a uniform brown. As 

we come in to land, you can see how Herat is entirely surrounded by flat 

desert, with some mountains in the distance. 

I am met at the airport by Abdullah, his friend, and their decrepit Toyota. 

They were found for me by Turquoise Mountain’s local fixer. The driver 

teaches history of culture, but speaks no English. The young lad who is 

apparently there to interpret can’t understand what I say, and has difficulty 

in expressing any thoughts clearly. The car works rather well. 

We go to the Marco Polo hotel. Manja rings to say my UN flight back 

to Kabul tomorrow has been cancelled. I quickly call O, the contact I was 
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given in Kabul. He works for ISAF on aid projects. Many members of his 

family were wiped out by the Communists in January '(+(. Afghan soldiers 

came to their houses and politely asked them to report to the police station. 

The soldiers were backed up by tanks (with, so O asserted, Russian crews – 

though how you tell the nationality of the men inside a tank I don’t know). 

The men disappeared, and were never heard of again. O had heard a story 

that they were taken to Russia and were still alive.

Later, when he was praising Najibullah, I asked how he could talk like 

that about the man who had killed so many of his relatives. It was God’s 

will that they should die at that time, he replied. I don’t understand how 

this kind of fatalism can be reconciled with the Afghan willingness to fight 

foreigners or exact revenge. 

He tells me that the Taliban were not as bad as they have been painted. 

They respected women, were genuinely religious, and enforced sharia law 

effectively. That is what the Afghan people want: but the foreigners won’t 

listen when they are told that.

Meanwhile I agree with Abdullah and co. that they will take me round 

the sights. 

Back at the hotel I pay off the boys and O turns up with the ticket, two 

books (in Dari – but someone in London will tell me if there is anything 

of substance in them), and a splendid bearded figure in turban and jacket 

called Ahmad. He joined the jihad in the first year ('(#"), became one of 

Ismael Khan’s chief lieutenants, fought with him against the Taliban and 

fled to Iran when Khan was defeated and the Taliban conquered Herat prov-

ince, returned with Khan to fight the Taliban in the north, was captured with 

him but put in a different prison. Khan escaped but Ahmad was in a Taliban 

prison for five years: he was the last man out of the prison when the Taliban 

were finally driven off. Thereafter he commanded what he called Security 

Group No. ),, responsible for the security of Herat city.

The rising in Herat in March '(+(, he said, was the consequence of the 

stupidity of the Taraki government. They failed to realise that it was politi-

cally impossible to push through their radical reform programme because it 

was entirely alien to the culture and traditions of the Afghan people. People 

were particularly angry about the Communists’ a$acks on the dignity of 
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Afghan women. The Herat rising started, in effect, four days before '* 

March, in a small village outside the town. The local Communist authorities 

had tried to implement the edict on female education by taking the local 

girls to school by force. The villagers had reacted by killing the Communists, 

and for good measure killing the girls as well. The news spread like wildfire 

around the other villages, and early on '* March the peasants marched on 

the city. The worse clash came in the Char So bazaar: a tank and ," soldiers 

were stationed at the crossroads. They killed a thousand people before they 

were killed themselves. !,*"" more people were killed by two Russian tanks 

– he thinks.

He thinks that '"" Russians were killed. I asked about the women and 

children. He says most of the Russians were here without their families. He 

did not witness the murder of any families. But if they had been found they 

would certainly have been killed. 

!*,""" people were killed by government forces in the first three days of 

the rising. Not all the Afghan army forces in Herat went over to the rebels, and 

reinforcements were brought in from Kandahar. Bombs fell on the city at the 

rate of one every two or three seconds for )# hours. This is a good example of 

how difficult it is to get reliable information in Afghanistan, and how careful 

you have to be of ‘eyewitness accounts’. Even Hamburg was not subjected to 

this degree of bombardment by the RAF. There is a persistent story, which 

still appears in Western accounts, that the Russians carpet-bombed Herat 

in revenge for the massacre of their advisers, and that they killed !",""" 

people. There is no supporting evidence in the documents. The Russians 

turned down Afghan-government requests to send troops and aircraft to put 

down the rising, and it was at least six months before they began to decide 

that they would have to send in their troops. Herat was bombed by a small 

number of Afghan air-force bombers of Soviet manufacture when the gov-

ernment retook the town. Estimates of the death toll during the Herat rising 

range from *,""" to !",""". If correct, that probably includes the dead on both 

sides, including those who were massacred by the Afghan Communists both 

before and after the rising. Estimates for the total number of Afghan deaths 

during the Soviet war range from -"",""" to '.* million: but of course no one 

knows the real figure. Nevertheless the myths live on. 
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Ahmad then nips out for a few minutes to pray.

On returning he says that though he fought against Najibullah, he 

prefers him to Karzai, who was a liar and a player of games. If Najib instead 

of Karmal had taken over in Kabul when the Russians came in '(+(, the 

country would not be in its present mess. 

I asked how he recruited his fighters. He says he and his people moved 

from village to village, reading the Koran, and calling for jihad. He was with 

Jemiat-i Islam. They got their weapons from China via Pakistan. To start 

with they got finance from local rich people. Later the amount of money 

increased. It was only recently that he discovered that the money had come 

from the CIA. 

He could see no difference between the Russians and the Americans. I said 

that the Russians were surely more brutal. Not at all, he said. The Russians 

were strong and brave. They fought man-to-man on the ground, and they used 

their weapons only when their enemy was armed. They never killed women 

and children. But the Americans were afraid to fight on 

the ground, and their bombing was indiscriminate.

The next man O took me to was a local worthy, who 

explained at great length that he was a leading cultural 

and political figure in Herat, generally known as the 

‘Encyclopedia of Herat’ or ‘The Life History of Herat 

Province’. 

I asked him why the Communists pursued such 

absurd policies after the coup – trying to achieve social-

ism in five years and shooting anyone who disagreed 

with them (the regime after '(+# reminds me a bit of Pol Pot, though not 

quite so extreme). He answered that I would need to understand the whole 

previous history. Starting with the murder of Nasir Shah and the accession 

of the '!-year-old Zahir Shah, he took me through )* years of Afghan history 

in immense detail. He described the various a$empts at democracy up to 

'(+#; the intrigues and coups by which one government had been replaced 

by another; Daud’s success in reinforcing constitutional order, his ‘brilliant’ 

policy of buying old weapons from the Russians at inflated prices; and his 

ability to get Afghanistan respected by its neighbours, including Pakistan. 

He could see 

no difference 

between the 

Russians and 

the Americans
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Daud’s coup of '(+, had been facilitated by the two preceding years of 

drought and floods. He built up the country’s infrastructure and industry. 

But he was too authoritarian in his methods. Meanwhile the Communists 

had infiltrated into the army and the conditions for a coup were ripening.

By this time he had been speaking for over two hours, almost without 

a stop, and still hadn’t answered my initial question. With difficulty O 

stemmed the tide by saying that we would have to go to beat the curfew. It 

was nearly midnight when we left. 

Thursday 11 September

A Hercules takes off as we are waiting at Herat airport. It fires flares to decoy 

heat-seeking missiles. I remark on this with surprise: O says that there are 

some pre$y rough bands on the local mountains, and Taliban just down the 

road. 

He says he keeps $!,""" ready in case he has to get his family out of 

the country quickly – before the roads and airports are closed. He is a very 

serious, intelligent, devout, patriotic and unhappy Afghan.

In the evening I have dinner with Hedvig and Chris Alexander and Jemima 

Montague. They live in a small compound in the city with a lovely garden, 

with heavily armed guards outside the gate. The other guest is a Kosovar, who 

knew Julian well, and met us very briefly when we visited him in Belgrade 

in '((+. The discussion was very knowledgeable – Chris, who turns out to 

be only )", knows a very great deal about this country, but for professional 

reasons has to be determinedly optimistic. I asked him why the ubiquitous 

AK-)+ is to be replaced with American guns. He says the American guns are 

more accurate (though less reliable); that there is clearly an American com-

mercial interest involved; and that the Defence Minister, Wardak, wants the 

Afghan army to standardise on NATO weapons so that it can operate abroad 

on peacekeeping missions (perhaps less ludicrous than it sounds, since it 

would give the army a raison d’être apart from just killing other Afghans).

Friday 12 September

Zia – who was flying his fighting kite yesterday and lost – takes me to the 

airport. It is the most confusing departure procedure I have ever experi-
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enced, with body frisks every ten yards, and people insistently offering their 

services to carry bags, have them strapped up, help them through customs 

and other barriers. I cannot get rid of all of them, and some happy Kabulis 

end up rich as I unload my afghanis on them. By contrast the elderly man 

keeping the departure lounge clean gets me some tea and refuses to accept 

payment for it. He asks me how many children I have: five. I ask him: none. 

I show him pictures of my khanum and dochir. All this with barely a word  

in common.
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